Each February, S.I.R., holds its annual election. At this time a thorough financial report is made, the directional report is presented and the membership chooses officers. It is these officers that largely determine the tone, image and direction of the Society for the succeeding year. It is an important decision for all gay people who look to SIR for leadership. This decision determines whether the Society will be a leader or just barely survive.
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If my campaign had any slogan, it would revolve around my belief that SIR is big enough to have room for everyone. Liberals and conservatives, men and women, leather and drag, young and old, poor and wealthy, ALL can work together at SIR. Some young and old, poor and wealthy, just barely survive. There is an important decision for all gay people who look to SIR for leadership. This decision determines whether the Society will be a leader or just barely survive.
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COSTRO VILLAGE

Mama Knows

By Michael Daley

I received a letter the other day which definitely proved I haven’t lost my normal proportions in the salient. It was from someone who was selling the area from between 16th and 18th Streets and 18th and 20th Streets. I was happy to announce, however, that the HAMMER WINE BAR does stop in, but not for long. When he heard my stories, he told me he was a doctor. His name was Doctor Long. I received a letter the other day that I should have known about the ability to attract loons, like bees to honey. It was from some number of friends who joined us in our tricycle through 1972. Also, to those who saw us throughout 1973.

There are many varieties, ranging from the delicate RUFFLE, the very delicate MAIDEN VILLAGE, to the very hardy CAMPAIGN. One of the best indoor plants is the fern. It requires nothing except a cool spot (not more than 70-75 degrees) and does not grow in quite mortise. Direct sun will be injurious in the delicate ferns, so its use is only for the heavier, more robust varieties. The official views of this publication are not necessarily those of any official or organization. KALENDAR does not assume responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts. Advertising rates available from the business manager to Post Office Box 1528, San Francisco, California 94111.


FILMS

"BIJOU"

The current attraction at the NOB HILL THEATER, "Bijou," is indeed a departure from the usual all-Girl films. There is no dialogue and the back-ground music seems almost distinct. I found the decor to be somewhat slovenly at times, including the setting. But coming, however, the music was as beautiful to me. I gave a number of people a headache, contributed to a "sinnose" camera-case with a "razored" camera.

Music: The best album this week is Dr. Hook & The Medicine Show's "Freakers Ball," including the new "2001" theme of the San Francisco Symphony. "Verve" label; Deodato's "Prelude," is now on the mall. They're playing the oldies but goodies. I was really sorry to hear about the fire at the Graney Street GARAGE FACTORY. Think God wasn't at the end of the line. All we need is for the BOS. I've been out of the scene for a long time, which taste and decorum pre­ vailed. I love her.

TRICKER: The official views of this publication are not necessarily those of any official or organization. KALENDAR does not assume responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts. Advertising rates available from the business manager to Post Office Box 1528, San Francisco, California 94111.

Hear the NOBLE PUBLICATIONS

For Everyone!!

Dancing All Night Both Floors

Live Folk Lounge Rock Concerts

The Best in Sounds

FREE PASSSE TO THE SHEED AHEAD THIS MONTH AT THE GOLD EAGLE

LARGE EAGLE 16r MARKET

Huge Live Video TV

Something New Every Week

THE SHED

2975 MARKET ST

861-4444

UPPER MARKET BEAT

FRIDAY, JANUARY 19, 1973

Naked Grape Stompin' Party... nice!... taped music and wild wild dancing, oh it's gettin to me. That crystal... way!...

HAIR-styling

MUSIC RECORDS

-4472

Dancing All Night Both Floors

HEADADEFINITION--a hair cutting and styling shop (beads) whose raffles are always worth it. They run it are outrageous. Drop in and enjoy the finest hair cutting and styling shop in town. Ev­ erything is available from the finest bars around. Ev­ erything is available from the finest bars around.

THE INDOOR GARDEN

One of the most popular and at­ tractive indoor plants found in the home is the fern. It becomes quite full to grow indoors, which requires nothing except a cool spot (not more than 70-75 degrees) and does not grow in quite mortise. Direct sun will be injurious in the delicate ferns, so its use is only for the heavier, more robust varieties.

TRICKER: The official views of this publication are not necessarily those of any official or organization. KALENDAR does not assume responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts.

UPPER MARKET BEAT

**HOIIS**

-4472

Dancing All Night Both Floors

HEADADEFINITION--a hair cutting and styling shop (beads) whose raffles are always worth it. They run it are outrageous. Drop in and enjoy the finest hair cutting and styling shop in town. Ev­ erything is available from the finest bars around. Ev­ erything is available from the finest bars around.

THE INDOOR GARDEN

One of the most popular and at­ tractive indoor plants found in the home is the fern. It becomes quite full to grow indoors, which requires nothing except a cool spot (not more than 70-75 degrees) and does not grow in quite mortise. Direct sun will be injurious in the delicate ferns, so its use is only for the heavier, more robust varieties.
by RANDY JOHNSON

To all the visiting courts, our city will always be grateful for your presence. Please come back and visit often, for it would do our city good to see your faces again.

Don't forget the Queen of Hearts Ball, at 1005 Market St., Sat., Nov. 9, 8:30 PM, for Empress and Empress.
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## WEDNESDAY
- **Wendy site, Naked Grape**
  - 6:00 pm, Naked Grape
  - $3 cover

## THURSDAY
- **LUMA Citrus Club**, 9:00 pm
  - 9:00 pm, LUMA Citrus Club
  - $5 cover

## FRIDAY
- **BUFFET AT NAKED GRAPE**
  - 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm, Naked Grape
  - $5 cover

## SATURDAY
- **BUFFET AT NAKED GRAPE**
  - 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm, Naked Grape
  - $5 cover

## SUNDAY
- ** Buffet at Naked Grape **
  - 1:00 - 5:00 pm, Naked Grape
  - $5 cover

## JANUARY 18
- **BUFFET AT NAKED GRAPE**
  - Noon to 2:00 pm, Naked Grape
  - $5 cover

## SUN FUN & NIGHTLY DANCING GRAPE
- **2097 MARKET STREET (at Church)**

## THE ROUNDUP
- **LIVE BAND**
  - Sunday, 5-9 pm
  - Jan 21st, Jan 28th

## Don't forget
- **"Dating Game" with Jose**
  - every Sunday 9:45 and on

## THE COMPLETE INDOOR GARDEN CENTRE
- **INDOOR & OUTDOOR PLANTS**
  - **Foliage & Blooming**
  - **PLANTING SUPPLIES**

## REASONABLE PLANT RENTALS AVAILABLE FOR SARS AND BUSINESSMEN

## TOMMI'S PLANTS
- 565 CASTRO 883-1883
  - Open daily 10:30 - 6
  - Sunday Noon - 4:30

## Placing Events Call...
- 771-7628
MIRACLE MILE

On a warm Saturday afternoon at the beginning of the new year, the San Francisco Lgbt had a party for new and forty people. The place was my home, better known as the San Francisco. Some of the others may not have realized it, but this is the place we feel closest to you and your other things. Lou Greene, you make San Francisco a part of you. We have more than fifty people, and you all the best. Your presence was some of the best events of the New Year. Your philosophy lives on, you have a great heart.

Many new faces, to see, began to appear on or about the Abd of the Year. There were out-of-town friends, Seattle, Portland, Vancouver, Victoria and crazy pants north coming to help celebrate the coming of our new Expos. So many new faces, to see, began to appear on or about the Abd of the Year. The place was my home, better known as the San Francisco. Some of the others may not have realized it, but this is the place we feel closest to you and your other things. Lou Greene, you make San Francisco a part of you. We have more than fifty people, and you all the best. Your presence was some of the best events of the New Year. Your philosophy lives on, you have a great heart.
It's The  
1st.  
KALENDAR
ANNIVERSARY
PARTY

Wed. 
Jan. 24th. 
Surprise 
GUESTS 
Dancing!

BUFFET! 8pm
SHOW! 9 & 11pm

COMEDY  
STONIGHT
(A COMEDY SATIRE)

The
SAN
FRANCISCO
TROUPE
REVIEW ’73

With
KARYL ANDRE
SAM JONES
TONI DI

At
Upper Market's New Dance Bar
2097 MARKET STREET

OPEN 11 am MON.–FRI.,
6 am SAT., SUN. & HOLIDAYS

GRAPE phone 863-7226